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Abstract
Two of the three essays are investigating the question about the role of skills in the labor
market, while the third chapter looks at the labor market consequences of identity changes. The
first chapter shows how a foreign takeover affects the return to specific skills, I found that the
return on independent problem solving skills increases, while the returns on other skills are
unchanged. The second chapter (joint with Balázs Reizer) study the gender differences in skill
content of jobs, it shows that having family significantly increases the gap of skill use between
men and women, we argue that time allocation by the family members is the potential
mechanism driving the results. The third chapter (joint with Attila Gáspár) uses historical data
to study the labor market impact of changing a foreign sounding surname to a Hungarian
sounding one.

Chapter 1 – Foreign Acquisition and the Return to Skills
I study the effect of foreign takeovers on the return to specific skills. Using administrative
data on Hungarian workers and firms augmented with occupation level skill requirement
measures, I find a positive and significant increase in the return to independent problem
solving skills after a foreign acquisition, while the effect is smaller and less robust in the case
of interpersonal skills, and I find no effect on the return to routine task intensity. These
results are not driven by a subgroup of workers (such as managers) or by any special firm
types (such as manufacturing firms), the pattern is general. I also show that the change in
the valuation of independent problem solving skills can explain the increase in the whitecollar wage premium. I argue that these findings are in line with the hypothesis that foreign
investors decentralize the firm structure after the takeover.
Chapter 2 – Gender Differences in the Skill Content of Jobs
with Balázs Reizer
More than half of the gender wage gap can be attributed to differences in wages within
occupations. Using the PIAAC survey, we show that women perform less skill-intensive tasks
than men even within the same occupation. The gap in skill intensity cannot be explained by
differential firm characteristics or differences in cognitive skills. Instead, we show that having
a child significantly decreases the skill use of women and slightly increases the skill use of
men. We argue that having a child affects skill use through time allocation by the parents as
the child penalty disappears once we control for working hours and hours spent on
housework. Finally, we do not find evidence for workplace discrimination against women.
Chapter 3 – The salary premium of adopting a Hungarian surname in multi-ethnic AustriaHungary
with Attila Gáspár
By using three unique historical data sets, we study the labor market impact of changing a
foreign sounding surname to a Hungarian sounding one in the early 20 th century Hungary.
We use pooled OLS and a name frequency based instrumental variable to estimate the
impact of family name change on worker salary. We find that name changers earned 5

percent to 10 percent more than other workers in our two samples of contemporary
workers. The results are mostly driven by the public sector. We interpret this as a signaling
mechanism through which workers could send a costly signal (the name change) to show
political loyalty and the willingness to assimilate.
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